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ABSTRACT
Family Planning of Mormon Women
in Three- Generation Families
by
Brent C. Miller, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1972

Major Professor: Dr. Jay D. Schvaneveldt
Department: Family and Child Development

This intergenerational st11dy compared the family planning and related
attitlldes of females who were daughter- mother- grandmother relatives . Ques tionnaire r e sponses of eighty -one subjects in twenty-seven three - generation
families were analyzed regarding bi rth control, abortion, and population
c risis attit11des.

Other variables studied included Mormon orthodoxy, educa -

tion, and place of residence .
Except for abortion , the generations had significantly different attitudes . The oldest generation's attitudes, which were the most conservative ,
differed significantly when contrasted with the more similar attitudes of the
middle and younger generations .

Mormon orthodoxy was the most dramatical-

ly significant factor in attitude differences . Education and residence were not
significant sources of attitude variance; however, there was an education and
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orthodoxy interaction , with low orthodoxy- high education respondents having
abortion attitudes which were significantly more liberal than other respondents .
(86 pages)

INTRODUCTION

In both popular and professional lit eratu r e there has recently been ext ensive cove rage of the population growth a nd environm e ntal crisis due in part to
present expected c r owding.

Popul ar works like The Feminine Mystique (F n edan,

1963), Motherhood: Who Needs It? (Roll in , 1970), and The Case Against

Ha~

Children (Sil verman and Sil verman, 1971\ have criticized the preval ent wom e nmust- be mothers attitude .

Female roles other than motherhood have been e mpha -

sized inc r easi ngly, a nd occupational equality for women has become a national
issue . Mechcal and legal a dvances have made fa m ly plannmg and limitation
easier. In r ecent years the mass m edia has been so saturated wit h t hese develop ment s that the topic of family plannmg should be very a pparent to young wom en who
are JUS t now ent e ring their childbearmg yea r s .
For members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter- day Saints (Morm on)
the birth rate pe r thousand popula ti on m 1970 was 28. 4 (Churc h of Jesus Christ
of La tt er- day Saints, 1971) while the na tional a ve rage for the same year was 18 . 2
(United States , 1 971) . In a study where religion was shown to be the single most
important social dete rm inant o f family size pre ferences and ac tual fe riility, Mor mon wom en appeared near the pro! ific end o f the continuum (Westoff and Potvin ,
19 67) ,

Of r elated interest in providi ng in sight into Mormon attitudes is a study by

Ch ristensen and Gregg (1970).

In thetr research on collegiate sexual atttludes in

three cultures they used lnte rmountam Morm ons for their " highl y restricti ve"
comparison group .
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In summary, young Mormon women are often reared m large famil ie s
and ex posed to mass media that encourages small families.

As the family -

conscious Mormon culture pl aces heavy e mphasis on parents teaching their c htldren, it was believed that considerable i ntergenera!i onal carry over would be refleeted in conservati e family planni ng attitudes among young Mormon women .
Whil e it was assumed that young Mormon women had conservative family planning attitudes rel ative to non-Mormon women generally, it was not known whether
or not thetr attitudes had become m ore hb raJ than those of their mothers and
grandmothers .

-Problem
---For young Mormon women there e is ts an apparent conflict between the
large r soctety ' s appeal fo r small e r planned fa mtll es and Morm on mtergene rauona l expectations of large fam1li e s

Th1 d- generau on Mormon wome n, reared

by Ja rge - famtly orJented mothers a nd grandmothers in a large - family r ehgwn,
are confronted by a pervast e ma ss m e dta and It terature about the need for and
desi rabihty of smaller famtlies .

This confl ict was the state of affairs assumed

to ex ist - -the theore tical confltct , and how third - generation Mormon women intended to r esol ve it for them sel ves, constituted the problem . The problem focused
on the la rger society's impact, as contrasted with religious, familial influence ,
on the famtly planmng attitudes o f young Morm on women- - would thetr atti tudes
be different ? If so , how?
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The study was designed to fi nd out if o r how family planning a ltitudes
a mong young Morm on women differe d from the attitudes of thei r m ot her s and
grandmothers , What had been the r el ative impact on young Mormon women of
r eligious intergenerational l earmng on o ne si de , and the l a rger soc1ety ' s influ e nce on the oth e r? Perhaps the third generation Mo rmon wom en wo uld be found
to think muc h the sa me as their mo thers a nd grandmothers did a bout family
planning.

However , it was al so possible tha t the large r society's quite r ecent

promotiOn of smaller families had swayed youn g Mormon women int o regardin g
fa mily planning quite differently than t heir moth ers a nd grandmothers . It m ight
have been that yo·u nger Morm on wom en were c hoosing a position be twee n the patterns of their pro genito r s and those o f rhe larger society.
How enduring were the fa m ily and bi rt h a ttitudes taught by Mo rm on mothe r s
to their da ughters i n oppositiOn to the m ass media?

Had the mass media' s cover-

age of the populanon crisis and women's l ibe ration made young Mormon women
a ny more sens1t1Ve to their feetmdity than were their own m others a t thi s same
stage? If so, did young Mormon wom e n i nte nd to move towa rd greater accepta nce o f fa mily planning practices? Would the family planning attitudes of the
third gen e ratwn be more like the second generation's where mothers were mo re
s upporti ve? These we r e the question s-- the gaps in knowledge--with which this
s tudy was concerned a nd to whic h th e investigato r hoped to contribute unders tand i ng.
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Specifically, it was the purpose of this study to: (1) examine the birth
control, abortion, and population crisis attitudes of three generations of Mormon women in light of their generation, Mormon orthodoxy, education, place
of residence, husband's occupation, a nd maternal control and support; (2) detenn ine if the Monnon women differed on the attitude scales, and if so; (3)
describe in terms of the variables how they differed .

Hypotheses

1.

There is no significant difference in birth control, abortion, and popu -

lation crisis attitudes between first, second, and third generations .
2. Across generations those who rank high in Monnon orthodoxy have
birth control, abortion, and population crisis attitudes which are significantly
different from t hose who rank low in Mormon orthodoxy.
3.

Regardless of generation , the non-rural, the better educated, and the

higher occupatio n-class respondents have significantly different birth control ,
abortion, and population crisis attitudes .
4.

Daughters who rank high in maternal support have significantly dif-

ferent Monnon orthodoxy scores than those who rank low on this factor .
5.

The birth control, abortion, and population crisis attitudes of

daughters who rank high on mother support are more like their own mother's
attitudes than those who rank low on this factor .
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Scope of Review

The nature of this study required a fundamental understanding of s e veral
areas .

The literature was assessed a nd there are sub- titles in this review for

birth control , abortion , Mormon family size, the Mormon Chu rc h and family
planning , the population crisis , and intergenerational learni ng.

Because of the

profusion of literature on birth control, a bortion , a nd population, a comprehe nsive review was not undertaken.

Only very general overviews of the focal con-

cerns in these areas are presented here.

Birth Control

Wrong (1968), writing of the historical 19th to 20th Century birth rate decl ine in Western societies, points out that traditionally birth rate was m ost affecte d by the proportions of women who were married and of c hildbea ring age.
But this was not so with t he Western decline.

Rather, Wrong says , the Western

decline in bi rth rate was attri buta bl e to voluntary cause s--no t spots on the sun or
females riding bicycles--but restrictions deliberately placed on procreation by
modern societies.

He s uggests the desire fo r a higher standard of living and t he

emancipation of women as the reasons for deliberately r estricting births .
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In the Unite d States birth control was confronted with trad1tionahsm and
prudery.

The following quote desc ribes the public sentiment in the United States

seventy years ago (Price , 1967, p. 74) .

"At the turn of the century informati on

and dev ices were not freely a ailabl e, and it was considered improper, unfashion abl e , and polihcally unwise to discuss the subject o f b1rth control m pubhc . "
Pri ce (1967) notes t hat th e r e has been a dramatic liberalization in public
thinkmg over the years r ega rding the dispensing of information on fam1ly pla nning tec hniques, and the availability of contraceptives themsel ves . Whereas at
the turn of the century laws and social attitudes toward contrace ption were re s tncti ve, now di ssemination of bi rth control informatwn and dev iCes occurs m
publi c clim es ac r oss the na tion .
As recent as 1959 President E1senhower said (Price , 1967 , p , 85):
" I cannot imagine anything more emphatically a subj ec t that is not a proper
pohtical or governmenral actJvity • . • th1s government wtll not •• . as long as I
am he r e , ha e a positive pohtical doc trine 1n its program t hat has to do with the
probl em of birth control. That's not our busmess ." Pres1dent Kennedy was the
ftrst Presi dent to pubhcly support contraception and fe rtility research, and
pol icy r esulted (Price, 1967) . More recent presidents have found family planmng even more the gove rnment ' s business .
In a

rect~nt

Gallup Poll (1971) the pe rcentage of Americans who favor

large familtes was found to be at the lowest poi nt since the survey s began over
thtrty-five yea r s ago . In 1971 , 23 per cent o f Americans , compared to 40 per
cent in 19 67 , satd four or mo re ts the ideal number of chtldren .

The previous
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low recorded was 34 per cent in the depression year of 1936.
figure indicates a very c1r"matic c hange.

The 23 per cent

In the r ecent survey the declme in

percentage favoring large fa mili es was most pronounced among younger pe r sons
and the be tter e du cated .
Reasons given for this dram atic national attitude cha nge away from l a r ge
families were : the cost of liv ing, un ce r tai nty of the future, a nd concern ove r
crowded condition s a nd ove rpopulation (Gallup, 1971) . Part of the increasing
significance of b1rth control then is attributed to the Increasing concern over
populai1on growth .
In Utah a su r vey was conducted in 1971 (Bardsley) that asked r es pondents
to think of the country ' s population growth and approve or disappro ve of the idea
of planned parenthood .

Even m Utah a 56 per cent majonty approved of pl anned

pa renthood. Me n, non - Mo rmons, a nd ihe middle-aged were most a pprovi ng of
pl anned parenthood.
In general, the w1fe hol ds the pr1mary responsibility for birth control in
th e fa rmly . One author notes that " Th1s 1s reflected by the fact that the maJonty
of mode m b1rth co ntrol m ethod s ... are designed to be employed by the woman "
(Ehrl ic h and Ehrlich, 1970, p . 213) .
There are many ki nds of contracepti ves available that differ in mode and
convemence of use , safety , and dependa brl ity.

With regard to dependabil ity, the

rhythm method o f birth control in volvi ng per iodic absti nance, leaves much to be
desrred

Of those who use this method Ehrhch (19 68 , p. 79) says , " Unfortuna tely ,

peopl e who pracn ce this me thod of contraception are commonly call ed 'pare nts '. "
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Other methods, especially the oral contraceptive, or "pill," app r oach 100 per
cent effectiveness.

Abortion

Abortion m America is not as well accepted as contraception. Abortion
appears to be m somewhat the same devel opmental accepta nce stage as contraceptwn was roughly fifty years ago when devices and information were j ust out growing the "boo tleg" era (Price, 19 67, p. 74).
That aboriion is l ess accepted than contraception may be due to se e ra]
factors . Bracher (1966) descrtbes abo ril n being su s pect on three counts: the r e
is the risk of death or injury; the moral ques tion of whether or not destrucuon
of the fetus constitutes klhng a person; and the desperate nature of aborhon.
Smce abort w n needs to be perfo rmed by a pp r oxi m ately the end of the third
month of pregnancy. tt is n ecessarily clone under the pressure of u me and may
therefo re be done without suffic1ent forethought.
Aborrion has become Jess suspect s ince 1966 as legali zation in several
slates has measurably reduced the nsk o f death or injury. Have mann (1967, p ,
99) quotes a doc tor as saying that "Surgical techniques hav e been refine d to the

pomt where the operation is qUick , simple , and Jess dangerous than the removal
o f tonsils . " l-1 wever , other characteristics of abortion still make it suspect.
Na n onal attitudes on abortion ha ve been assessed in recent years and
appear to be hberal.zing

Gallup poll s on this is su e were taken in 1966 and 1969 .
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Blake (1971) discusses the meaning of these Gallup polls and others taken at her
own request and the National Fertility Study con duc ted in 1965 by Westoff and
Ryder.

She notes that Americans generally still oppose elective abortion but

views are c hanging rapidly, especially for some groups.

Blake (1971 , p . 544)

writes that "Abortion to preserve a mother's health or prevent child deformity
may be said to be publicly well accepted, while abortion for discretionary (" sel fish") reasons receives minimal but rapidly growing support."

Mormon Family Size

Westoff and Ptovin (1967, p. 4) cite as a major finding of their research
that religion is the most important social determinant of family-size preferences as well as of actual fertility." One of the hypotheses they tested and
confirmed was that" • .. the average size of family desired by Mormon women
will be greater than that desired by all other non-Catholic women .. . " (Westoff
and Potvi n, 1967 , p. 30)

ln fact Mormon women fell a m ongst Catholic women

in t heir family size desires; between Catholics in secular schools and those in
Catholic schools . Another study (Whel plon and Lauriat, 1956) s uggested that
Mormon coll ege graduates might even have higher marital fertility than graduates
of Catholic colleges, although the comparison was obscured by other variables .
ln a professional poll conducted in Utah with a random sampl e of 600 subjects, (Bardsley, 1971) respondents were asked to approve or disapprove of the
idea of family planning. Of all Mormons, 51 per cent, as compared to 79 per
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cent of non - Mormons, approved . Only 15 per cent of the non- Mormons disapproved as compared to 42 per cent of Mormons sampled.
V1tal Statistics Reports reveal that the state of Utah, which has a Mormon majority population, consistently has a birth rate well above the national
average , Utah in 1970 and 1969 had 25 . 9 and 23. 6 births per thousand while
the national ave rage was 18. 2 in 1970 and 17 . 7 in 1969 (United States, 1971) .
In the same report it can be observed that Utah's 25.9 is the highest birth rate
of all states in the 1970 provisional summary.
Finally , in their April Conference report (Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints, 1971) the Mormons are shown to have had a birth rate of
28.4 per thousand population in 1970 as compared to Utah's 25 . 9 and the nation ' s
18 .2 .

The Mormon Church and Family Planning

Un.!Jke the Catholic Church the Morm o n Church has no well recognized
fonnal edict on birth control.

Da vid 0. McKay, late president of the church ,

ha s said (McKay, 1953, 477), "Parenthood and particularly motherhood should
be held as a sacred obligation • . , a married woman who refuses to assume the
responsibilities of motherhood •. • is recrea nt to the highest calling and privilege of womankind."
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A more abrupt expression tha t makes specific refe r ence to contraception
is offered by Bruce R. McConki e o f the Church's First Council of Seventy:
It follows that those who practice bi rth control--the
regulation of the number of births in a family by the empl oym ent of artificial m eans or contraceptives to prevent conception- -a re running counter to the foreo rdained plan of the Al mighty . They are in rebellion again s t God and are guilty of
gross wickedness. (McConk ie, 1958)
Subsequent to McConki e's wri ting about Mormons and btrth control th e
First Presi dency of the Mormon Church issue d a statement on the subject to local
c hurch o ffi cial s.

This l etter was to aid l ocal l eaders in conveyi ng the prope r in-

formati on r egarding birth control to church members under the ir jurisdiction,
Parts of it foll ow .
We seriously regret that there s hould exist a sentiment
or feeling among any members of the c hurc h to curta il the
b1rth of then children . We have been commanded to multiply
a nd 1·eplemsh the earth that we may have joy a nd rejoicing in
o ur posterity. Where hu s band and wife enjoy health and vigor
and are free from impurities tha t would be entail e d upon their
poster1ty, it is cont rary to the teac hings o f the Church arti ficiall y to cu rta il or prevent the birth of c hildren ,.,, However, we feel that m en must be considerate of their wives
who bear the greater r esponsibility not only of bearing childr e n, but of caring for th em through childhood. To this end
the m other' s health a nd strength should be conserved a nd th e
hu s band's consideration for his wife is his first duty ....
(McKay, Brown and Tanne r, 1969).
It can be seen that the basic teaching of the Mormon Church is against

arti fi cial birth controL

However, according to the First Presi dency , heredita ry

"impurities" and the health and strength of the parents - -especially the mother-s hould be considerations .
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This guideline opposing birth control, but with provisions , seems to be
interpreted divergently by members of the Church.

Ptacek (1971), measuring

attitudes toward oral contraception among Catholics, Protestants, and Mormons, fou nd that both the most liberal and conservative scorers were Mormons .
Although s he noted considerable variation among all three groups, the standard
deviation was also greatest for Mormons, and she commented " This indicates
a ve ry wide spread of opinion among this group . " (Ptacek, 1971, p. 31)
In summary, the Mormons are a very high fertility group bound by no
well recognized family planning statement. Indi vidual members appear to vary
considerably in their opinions as to what is acceptable withm their religious
fra mewo rk With regard to family planning.

Population C n sis

The quantity and recency of population l ite rature and the formai10n of
munerous gro1.1ps aro<md this concern provide evidence of the current interest
in this area.

Polgar (1966, p. 327) writes , " fn terms of it's urgency , the

growth of world population is ranked by many as second only to thermonuclear
war in its potential hazard to the survival of mankind as we know it."
Cook and Lecht (1968) have clearly outlined the dimensions of this
probl em . They report that there are 3 billion people living on the earth, and reaffirm that the earth's size is constant.

Whil e the earth's size remains the

same the number of prople on it grows very fast--about 190,000 each day or
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70 milhon eac h year.

T hey the n project that tf the number of peopl e continues

to increase at the present rate there will be 7 billlon on the earth by the year
2000 .

" This rapid growth of mankmd in the 20 th Century ts called ' the popula -

tion explosion'" (Cook and Lecht, 1968, p, 7).
Co nce rne d about having enough food, water and e ven space to h e should
there be such an increase, Baird (1966, p . 195) wrote o f a fifth freedom beyond
th e four American freedoms; na mely the " freedom from the tyra nny o f excessive ferttlity." Beyond the immedt a le front- line concerns o f food, wa ter, and
s pa ce are the second-order dange rs o f pollution and irrepatrable environmental
scarring of the ea rth due to the pre ssure of too many peopl e .
A well known autho r of both popular a nd sc ientific litera ture on the sllbJec t (Ehrll c h a nd Ehrlich , 1970) has wrnte n that with ut quesn on the single
most impo rtant factor m reproduction r ates is the m tivan n o f peupl e t ward
r egulalton o f fa m ily size.
SIZe

The most cri n cal fact r m the reduc twn

ts the desi re for s mall er families

f fdmily

He beli eves th a t the ulumate key to

population control h es in c hangmg th e atlttudes peopl e have concernmg r e pro ductt e be havio r .
Davi s (1967) suggested that population control achieved through bi rth
control would only be pos sible whe n c hildbea ring is no longer stressed as
woman's ma m responsibility and duty.

Similarly, Stolka and Barnett (1969, p

75 0) concluded that " If popul ation is to be c urbed by lowering the birth rate efforts s hould be dtrec ted toward reduc ing e mpha sis in the woma n 's role upon the
tmpo rtanc e o f ha,·ing children."
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Intergeneralional Learning

Re ea r ch indicates that adolescents identify wi th 01 conform to parental
values largely as a r esult of parental support a nd warmth , In th e ir decade r eview of r esea rch on parent-child relationships , Walters and Stinnett (1971, p .
78) p01nt out that " The 1mportance of warm , sat1sfying fam1ly relat10n sh1ps as

a factor affect ing parental Identifica ti on o r o r ientation is al so suggested by the
s tudies . "

McGahey and Sporakowski (1972 , p . 30), s tudying 1nte rgenerat wnal
attitudes uf mothers and their a dult daught e rs . r eport as their f1nding of maJo r
signifi cance "that mothers and th eir daught e r s d1d not diffe r s igmf1canUy m
the1r altitudes towa rds chlldbearing and ch1ld re.umg , " They no ted that th e
mother-daughter s imilarity seeme d to indi ca te a subs tantial overla p w two gene r ational aintudes, wh1 c h prubably meant a strong parem - c l11 ld t rans mi ssJ. n o f a tti tudes sys te m .
Thomas (1968, p . 3690) stud1ed ad l escent confu nmty m relatJOn to p.uental control and support.

He int erpret ed h1 s fmdmg s "as

t~nd ersco ring

the

importance of parental support in socialization prac t1ces r el a te d to conformity
of adol escent s wh1le calling into question the in flu ence of parenta l control upon
patte rns of conformi ty . "
A compam on study to Thomas ' (Wiegert, 19 68) found that parental support cx pl a mcd more of the variation in a dolescent rel!gwusny (confo rm ity)
than parent 1 control, even when parental rel igwusi ty was controlled.
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Adolescents that reported high parental support had the highest religiousity
scores which was defined as conforming behavior.
Subsequent publications by these researchers (Wiegert and Thomas, 1970
and Thomas a nd Wiegert , 1971) have expanded the basic findings they reported
earlier.

They report the usefulnes s of the variabl es "control " a nd "support" in

their research, but call for further verificatwn over a wider range of dependent
variables.

Using religiou sity as the dependent variable , their general conclu-

sion is that "high support from either parent is associated with conforming be havior, a nd low support, in combination with low control for the mother and
high control for the father, with nonconforming behavior" (Wiegert and Thomas ,
1970, p . 320\.

Acro ss the nation publtc attitudes e ndorse contraception , and in certain
situa tions , abo rtion.
national l evel .

Attitudes toward abortion are liberalizmg in general at the

Traditionally the Mormon family has a record of very high fer-

tility .

Th e general Church positi n is agamst family planning with few qualifica -

tions .

However , since the beginning of th e centu ry Mormon family size has de -

clined and move ment toward acceptance of planned families has been observed
(Canning, 1956, Bardsley, 1971)
undergone an explosion of its own .

Concern about the " population explosion" has
Parental support and warmth appear to most

strongly affect adolescent conformi t or identity with parental values.
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This study was designed to search for differences in family planning
attitudes between generations within the same family.

The literature suggests

that younger respondents have more liberal family planning attitudes than older
respondents. Other tasks of the study dealt with the effects of Mormon orthodoxy, education, residence, and occupation on family planning attitudes . It is
believed that the urban, most orthodox, most educated, and upper occupation
class respondents have the most liberal family planning attitudes. The literature indicates that daughters reporting high maternal support are the most
orthodox and have attitudes most like their mothers. The study was designed
to examine the effects of these factors and to clarify and explore intergenerational influences generally .
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PROCEDURE

Sample Acquisition
Th e sample consiste d of triads of married Mormon fe mal es who we r e
grandmother-mother-daughter blood relati ves, with the third ge ne ra tion female
residing in Logan, Uta h. The desired total sampl e size was ni nety, includwg
thirty respondents in each generation. The third generation was randomly sel ected from two strata purpo sivel y c hosen and through the third ge neration the
first and second generations were loca te d. Specifically, from the third generation Mormon women it was de te rm ined if thei r natural mothers and grandmothers were li ving, met the criteria , and were phys i cally and psyc hologi cally
abl e to respond to the data coll ection m e thod ,
The third generation samples came from two populations of 18 to 28
year old marri ed Mormon femal es li vi ng in the area of Logan , Utah. The
Mormon Church keeps membe r s hip records o f all m embers withm defined
geographical boundaries on the basis o f their actual re s idence .

The larger

eccl esiastical organizational units desc r ibed by such boundaries are called
stakes.

ln and near Logan are eight s uch stakes , two of which were deliberately

chosen for inclu sion in this study. One of the s ta kes selected was the Utah State
University 2nd Stake in which young Mormon wome n themsel ves, their husband s,
or both are uni versity students . The other was the Logan Stake which is largely
composed of ru ral agricultural families Ji ving in the valley southwes t of Logan
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City.

These two stakes were considered to best reflect the extremes of dif-

fe renceR that might exiRt clu P. to a young Mormon woman's pos1t1on -- from university student to rural homemake r .
In hopes of obtaining usable questionnaires for thirty genera!ionally in tact families, the investigator decided to select thirty- six third-generation
subject's whose mothers and grandmothers were also eligible and l ikely to re spond.

Therefore, eighteen third-generation subjects were randomly drawn

from each of the rural and uni ersity populations and called on the telephone .
Their first and second generation counterparts were also Identified until thu·tysix triads that met the criteria were completed.
It was realized that since Mormon membership records are not public

information, access perm ission would have to be sought and obtamed by the
investigator. Consequently, the president of the rural stake was contacted, and
he provided the names of six local church officials, each of whom were personally visited by the investigator. Church leaders were told that only the names
of young couples in the appropriate age group were desired . They were in formed that females who were called and gave their consent would be in vol ved m
an interge nerational study comparing the family planning attitudes of marri ed
daughters, their mothers , and grandmothers .

The church l eaders were also

assured that the investigator's motive was the proposed r esearch only , and
that there were no disguise d intentions.
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From the rural stake a population of fifty-five married Mormon thirdgeneration females were identified from which the sample of eighteen was drawn ,
After the order was established by using a table of random digits, calls were
made in the mornings, afternoons , and evenings of four consecutive days (Friday
through Monday) to minimize any bias that might possibly have arisen from the
time of day the calls were made .

Finding the sample of eighteen rural daughters

with li ving Mormon mothers and grandmothers exhausted fifty of the population of
fifty-five.

Of the thirty-two third-generation females who were drawn from the

population but not included in the sample, twenty-three had no li ving grandmother
or mother, four had disconnected or unlisted telephone numbers, two had grandmothers who they judged unable or unwilling to participate , two were never
reached and had to be skipped over, and one chose not to be in the s tudy.
To obtain the university population the investigator first attempted to
procure the names and telephone numbers directly from the nine local church
l eaders in the Utah State University 2nd Stake. After contacting two o f the nine,
it was apparent that the same explanations and assurances would likely be required by each l eader. To facilitate the acquisition of the population , and to
avoid any misunderstanding, a meeting with the stake president and local leaders
was arranged. At the meeting the study's anonymity, procedure, and intent were
discussed and collective approval was granted.
When lists of names were compiled and each name was numbered, the result was a university population of 845. As with the rural sample, subjects were
than randomly selected by referring to a tabl e of random digits . A starting point
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in the table was located by dropping a pencil o n the page from s tandtng height ,
a nd hy ni pping a coin it was decided first to proceed up the column and then to
turn right when the column ended.
Tel ephoning of the third-generation unive rsity subje cts was ea rn ed out
during the same periods on the same days as the rural sample . To locate th e
eighteen youngest generation s ubj ects wi th li vi ng Mo rmon m others and grandmothe r s r equired using seventy-eight of th e uni ve rsi ty popul a tion o f 845 . Of
the sixty uni ve rsity subjects who were drawn from the pop !anon b t not m cluded in the sample , twenty- four had no living g randm othe r o r mo ther , mne
we r e eliminated because subjects were not Monnons in all three generations .
seven had tel ephone numbers which had been disconnected or wet·e n t liste d.
fou r had grandmothers who they judged unabl e o r unwill mg to partiC ipate and
two dec! ined the request to take part i n the research . Thirteen !hi rd- generalion s ubjects were skipped over because they could not be l ocated durmg the four
days o f call ing.

Howe ve r , only two were ski pped in locating th e ft rst fourteen o l

the sampl e of eighteen; the other el even were skipped to find the last four needed
as the tim e all otted for sampl e acquisition ha d expired ,

Sample Justification
The total N proposed was limited to ninety subjects since r equi ring that
subjects be three- generation blood r elatives of th e same sex and relJg10n posed
genuine acqui s ition problems due to the scope and locale of this study . A prospectus of the s tudy sugge s ted that theN of ninety would be increased if sampling
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was not too adruous; how ever, acquiring the minimum sample was difficult a nd
therefore the number of intergenerational t r iads was not increased.
Although the desirability of studying both sexes was recognize d, the 1deal
and real were not congruous in this study.
why only females were studied.

Th ere were three major reasons

First, in marital sexual relationships t he bu r -

den of contraception and family planning ultimately r ests with the woman . Most
of the mode rn birth control methods, a nd certai nly abo rtion , are of m ost direct
conce rn to th e female . Secondly, the inves tiga tor bel ieved that the effects of
the recent soc ial developments mentioned in the introductwn were apt to have had
the grea test impact on femal e attitudes .

This beli e f was encouraged by the sex-

ual attitude and behavior studie s co nducted at the Uni vers ity of Geo rgia (Robinson, King, Dugley , and Clune , 1970) and by Christensen and Gregg (19 70) .

Both

of these studies , although dealing with a different r ealm of sexuality, tndlCated
a recent dra matic female change while m al e attitudes and be ha ·ior ha d rem a m e d
about the same.

Finally, and most sigmficantly, the scope of th is study allowed

onl y one sex to be studied.

Instrument

The data collection me thod was a self-report questionnaire . Since there
was no singl e instrument already developed that would satisfy the objectives of
this s tudy one was constructed .

Establishmen t of validity and reliability is an

arduous task and instruments reflecting such as sessments are most desirable .
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Therefore, insofar as possible, existing scales were borrowed and consoli dated in an instrument that collected datH appropriate for this investigation .
In o rder to benefit from instrument construction that might ha'e previously been done, Sc9les for the Measurement of Attitudes (Shaw a nd Wright,
19 67), Family Measurement Techniques (Strauss, 1970) and MeaSU!£S of So -

cial-Psychological Attitudes (Robinson and Shaver, 1969) were consulted.
Three birth control scales were located and the Wilke Birth Control Scale was
chosen because of its seemingly good reliability and Likert format .
Although abortion attitudes have been roughly assessed (Gallup, 1966 and
1969), the investigator was unable to locate scales that m easured aboru on
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populatwn crisis attitudes and these two scales had to be developed .
Since the investigator wished to replicate and extend the pnor researc h
of Thomas and Wiegert using the same mstrument for measuring pare ntal control and support was very importa nt .

The instrument they used was the short

form of the Cornell Parent Behavior Desc riptiOn In ventory . It was found in cluded as a footnote in a journal art1ele (Wiegert and Thomas, 1970) , Except
for a change of verb tense this scale was employed as it was printed there .
In summary, the instrument consisted of the following four scales: A
twenty- item modified Wilke Birth Control Scale (Shaw and Wright, 1967, p .
136); a six-item newly constructed abortion scale; a ten- item specially devel -

oped population crisis scale; and the eight-item short fonn of the Cornell Parent
Behavior Descnption as it appeared in Sociometry !Wiegert and Thomas , 1970,
p. 310) , A background information section which yielded a Mormon orthodoxy
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dimension and other demographic data came first in the questionnaire; It was
followed by the four scales in the order they are listed above--birth control,
abortion, population crisis, and parental behavior.

Each of the four scales

utilized a Likert-type summated design , with Strongly Agree, Agree , Disagree,
and Strongly Disagree answer alternatives .

Prete s t and corrections
The tentative instrum ent displayed in Appendix A was administered to
twelve non-sample subjects of which six were third-generation, four secondgeneration, and two first-generation subjects. Some clerical corrections generally , and co nsiderable content revisions, were found to be necessary
Overall clerical correctiOns rncluded l eaving three spaces rather than
two between the "SD" response alternative and the statement numberal adJacent
to it, replacing th e incorrect "S" answer altemat i eon pages two and three wit h
the appropriate ''A" for Agree, and spacwg out the statements over the three
pages to present a less crowded appearance . In the background-demographic
section , item 6 was simplified by dividmg it and making two Items .
In order to have a l egi tim a te cla im to prev·i ous reliability and validity
statem ents , the birth control scale was included in the pretest instrument just
as it had appeared in the reference , except as suggested there, dated item 6 was
dropped .
done.

However, the pretest indicated that much clarification needed to be

The pronouns "we" and "our" m items 1, 3, 5, 11, 12, and 18 were

dropped or the statement sentence structure c hanged because the pronouns had
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no referent. In addition, the respondents were all members of the Mormon
c hurch and since questions associated with the Church preceded the birth control scale, the "we" and "our" might easily have been taken to mean, collectively, the Church . An indi vidual's own attitudes were desired; not his understanding of the Church's attitude .
Items 4 and 8 used the words "uncontrolled reproduction" to mean the
opposite of practicing birth control. Since in every other iiem the words "b1rth
control" actually appeared , item 8 was made clearer by writing ''1he absence of
birth control " in place of "uncontrolled reproduction. '' Item 4 was dropped because it seemed to express the same i dea as items 8 and 14.
The grandmothers pretested had difficulty understanding the meamngs
of some words in the birth control scale. S1mpler or more common words were
substituted for " imperati ve" in item 6,
1!e m 19, and "physioiogically"

111

"leg~timate"

in item 10, "p ropagate " m

item 21. ltems 15 and 17 were sl1ghtly al-

tered to read more clearly .
In 1tem 24 of the abortion scale the techmcal term " fetus" was replaced
by "unborn c hild" .
In the population crisis scale the pronoun "our" was dropped from item
30 for the same reason it was deleted from the birth control scale. "lnventi eness" in item 33 was replaced by " scientific ability," and item 36 was rewritten
to gain clarity.
The Cornell Parent Behavior Description was not criticized in the pretest
and was left unchanged .

The instructions to 1t were wri tten by the in es tigator
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as th ey were not found el sewhere, and to the pretest instructions the clau&e
"Circl e an answer for every stateme nt" was added . Since the inventory was intended for adolescents and the investigator wished to empl oy it in retr ospect
with youn g adults, the retrospec ti ve parts of the instructi ons we r e underlined
for emphasis,
After the pretest instrument ha d been corrected and amended it was
used exactl y as it appears in Appendix A. In this final form there are still
three c hanges which need to be made . In birth control item 3 the word "desirabl e" is inco rrectly spell e d, item 4 somehow retained the "we" , and item
11 should be change d to read " . •• not only be allowed but provided for families
of l ow income . " It em 11 as used was apparen!'ly inte rpreted to mean quasi compulsory lnmting of l ower- income fam il 1es.

F rom the way a nu mber of r e -

spondents reacted (even those with liberal b1 r th control attitudes), u was apparent tha t socio - economi c disc Mmi nat10n was as much the understood essence of
s tatem ent 11 as was birth control. Other than these three suggested changes ,
the instrum ent 1s thought to be quite soli d as it was used .

Throughout the study the terms "points" and " scores" are used and should
be unde rstood in a qu al ified sen se . On the various s cales the level of measurement approximates interval, but is r eall y only ordinal. There is not a quanti fiable, definable distance between different scores, although "poi nts " are use d
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to serve this purpose .

fn the most technically accurate sense, when two

scores rli ffer it can only be said that one is higher and the other lower . Recognizing that t hi s measurement weakness exists, the investigator treated the
data as if it were truly of the interval level.
Mormon orthodoxy categories were derived from answers to the first
section of the questionnaire . An earlier study had indicated that objective ,
physical criteria as indicators of orthodoxy had provided the cl earest, most
dramatic contrasts between low and high categories (Thomas and Wiegert ,
1971) .

For tWs reason background items 3, 4, 6, and 8 were the principal

Mormon orthodoxy indicators.
Scoring occurred in the following manner . On item 3 one point was given
if th e r espondent had checked "te mple" , or "both" , r eferring to the preferred

Mormon marriage ceremony. On item 4 six points we re possible as two points
we re gi en for "regular" attendance at each of t he three meetings that acti ve
Mormon women commonly a ttend; one point was also given for "sometimes" attendance on this item . On item 6 from zero to a maximum of three points were
given depending upon the number of church assignm ents held . Those who c hecked
"yes" on item 8 were given one point for observing a Mormon Church health
code that includes abstinance from tobacco, liquor, coffee, and tea .
The scoring scheme for Mormon orthodoxy delineated above resulted
in a maximum possible score of lL lt was noted that, as was desired , the
scal e was heavily weighted toward church attendance and active partic ipation,
However, this scheme was found to be biased in its orthodoxy judgment of the
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first generation as their age and poorer health more often tended to keep them
from church attendance and participation . To offset this bias against grandmothers, retrospective items 7 and 11 were counted for the first generation
only. On item 7 one point was given if two or more church jobs were li ste d as
having been held, and one point was given on item 11 if whol e-life church activity was recorded as "very acti e" . This generation differential was only a
very crude but necessary compensation for the scale's inadequ acy for assessing
orthodoxy over three generations.
The other scales were num erically summated after the Likert format.
On the birth control, abortion , and population crisis scales the four response
alternatives , ''SA", ''A", "D" , and "SD" , were assigned values 4, 3, 2, and 1

respectively when the statement was positive (pro), and 1, 2, 3, 4 when the
statement was negative (con) regarding the variable.
On the birth control scal e it was possible to sco r e four points per item
if statements favoring birth control were circl ed "SA" and those opposi ng birth
control were answered "SD".

Conversely, a one-point-per- item minimum was

possible by circling "SD" for sta tements favoring birth control and circl ing "SA"
for statements opposing birth control.

Thus , with twenty items, the lowest

possibl e birth control score was twenty; the highest possible was eighty.

A total

of nine items (numbers 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14 , 17, a nd 19) were pro birth control a nd eleven opposed birth cont rol.
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The six-item abortion scale (items 21-26) was scored in the same manner, making a minimum of six a nd a maximum of twenty- four points possible.
Three of the items (numbers 22, 23, and 25) read favorably toward abortion,
and three opposed it.
Items 27 through 36 constituted the ten-statement population crisis
scal e.

It was scored like the birth control and abortion scales with items 27 ,

28, 31, 32, and 34 being positively concerned about the population crisis , and
the other five reading negati vely about the existence and concern over population
crisis.

There was a maximum score of forty and a minimum score of ten pos-

sibl e on this scal e.
In the Cornell Parent Be havior Description inventory all statements read
in the same direction (all positive) so a "SA" response was scored as four and
a "SO" as one . As four items (numbers 1, 3, 5 , and 7) measured maternal control, and the other four items assessed maternal s upport, the maximum possible score on either dimension was sixteen; the minimum possible was four .

Rel lability
Reliability coefficients were computed for each of the subscales using a
r evision of the Kuder-Richard son formula 21 (Richa rdson and Kuder, 1939) .
This formula is a conservative estimator of equi valence.

Since the scal es

were likely to have different r e!Jability for each generation, separate coeffi cients we r e computed for each generation on each scale.
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On the twenty-item modified birth control scale the investigator computed coefficients of. 86 , • 87. and . 80 for the youngest, middl e, and oldest
generations respectively . Wilke , the a uthor of the basic scale, reported
split-half r eliability of. 91 and test- retest reliabilities ranging from . 88 to • 83
(Shaw and Wright, 1967, p. 136) .
As assessed by the K - R formula 21 , the six-item abortion scale had
questionable reliability.

For the youngest generation the coefficient was . 64 ,

for the middle generation it was • 51 , and for the oldest generation the reliabihty
coefficient was . 50 .
The population crisis scale s howed even a more marked generational
differenc e in r eliability.

Whil e for the youngest and middle gene rations the co-

efficients figured were . 69 and • 64, the oldest generation reliability coefficient
' as . 41.
In every case the scales were least reliable for the grandmothers in the
sample . The rel iability of the scales was usually highest for the youngest
generation, although on the birth control scale the second and third generation
coe ffjci e nts were virtually the same .

The birth control scale, especially as re-

vised, appears to have excellent reliability even across three generations.

The

abortion and population crisis scales, especially the former, appear to suffer
from a lack of items assess ing intermediate degrees of attitude.
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Face or surface validity of the items included in the abortion and population crisis scal es was acceptable to professionals . The items were clear,
specific, and rel evant to the topic being investigated.

They al so appeared to have

content validHy . The weakness of these two scales was not what was included,
but what was not . There were not enough items that were capable of making intermediate distinctions of degree betwe en respondents .
Shaw and Wright (19 67, p. 136) reported that all the birth control items
had substantial content. validity with regard to moral and pragmatic reactwns to
birth control .
Another indication of the vaJ1dity of the scal es lies in their correlation
with one another. Scores on the birth coni rol scal e were correlated with scores
on the abortion scal e which yielded coefficients of . 50 , . 74 , and . 54 for the oldest, middle, and youngest generabons respe ctively .

H1gher correl ation s of . 75,

. 66, and . 78 for first, second, and th1rd generations , were found between the

birth control and population crisis scal e scores.

Population crisis and abortion

score correlation coefficients were . 39 for grandmothers, . 76 for mothers , and
. 64 for daughters . Genera.t ionally, the scal es correlated highest with eac h other
among the middle generation sample . Coefficients were nearly as high for the
younger generation, but considerabl y lower for grandmothers.
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Administration
The questionnaires were mailed to all subjects.

However, s ince the per-

centage of return is often a crucial factor with mailed questionnaires , several
precautions were taken to assure a high rate of return.
First, all third generation subjects were contacted via telephone and
their cooperation requested as previously described.

From them came the in-

formation necessary to reach their mothers and grandmothers, but in addition
each young Mormon woman was given two post cards to personally address and
sign which explained her participation in the study and requested that her mother
and grandmother participate also (see Appendix B).
After every subject in the sample had been identified, an envelope containing a questionnaire, a cover letter (Appendix B), two postcards with personal note (Appendix B), and a stamped, self-addressed envelope was sent out
to each of the thirty-six third-generation subjects.

They were in structed to fill

out and return the questionnaire, and send the postcards to their first and second
generation counterparts.

In cases where daughters lived so near their mothers

and/or grandmothers that sending postcards was conside red superfluous, they
were asked to vis it or telephone about the study.
The investigator then allowed five days to elapse before sending envelopes
containing exactly the same contents (except postcards) to the first and second
generations . The questionnaires were corled to allow follow-up on those which
were not returned and to designate family and generation. After approximately
two weeks the subjects living within l ocal telephone distance of the investigator
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who had not returned their questionnaires were called and urged to do so .
Those who l iven further away WPt'e sent a second fJu estionnaire and Jetter
(Appendix B\ also urging their cooperation.
The cover l etter asked that the questionnaires be returned in one week.
Questionnaires were sent out in mid-February 1972 , and after one month a
deadline was declared and tabulation began.

The cover letter also promised

respondents that their responses would remain a nonymous.

The invitation to

inquire about the study's findings was answered by six s ubject, of which three
were second-generation subjects, two were first, and one was a third-generat ion subject.
Analysis of Data
A one- factor anal ysis of variance (Gl ass and Stanley, 1970} was used to
test the first hypothesis which was concerned with intergenerational attitude
differences.

The atti tudes were represented by the respondent ' s su mmated

scores on each of the attitude scales.
High, middle, and l ow orthodoxy categories were established by objective m easures of religious behavior on a point system basis.

High and low edu -

cation categories were defined as beyond high school and high school or less
respectively. Attitude differences (utilizing the summated attitude scal e scores}
between hi gh and low orthodoxy and education group s were analyzed using a
two-factor ANOVA design for disproportionate cell frequeneies
Stanley, 1970).

(Gi a~~

and
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An independent sample t-test was used to test attitude differences between rural and non-rural respondents.

Means, medians, standard deviations,

and ranges were used descriptively with the data.

The • 05 level of signifi-

cance was the critical level employed in testing all hypotheses, although significance beyond . 05 was reported when it occurred.
All statistical analyses were first performed manually with the aid of a
calcul ator by the investigator.

Subsequently, both the one and two-way

ANOVA's, means, standard deviations, and scale correlations were verified by
the computer center. One discrepancy appeared which changed an analysis
from significant to non-signifi cant status.
take).

(The computer did not make the mis-
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FINDINGS

Respons es and Sample Characteristics

Thirty-six triads of fir st, second , and third- generation subjects (total
N = 10 8) were identified in the origi nal sample sel ection.

However , before

questiotmai res were m a il ed, one of the youngest gene r ation sent the investigator a note withdrawing her triad from the study as requested by her mothe r .
As thirty - five inte rgenerational triads r e mained, 105 que stionnaires were
mail ed out, of which ninety-six were r eturned (91. 4 pe rcent). All thirty- five
daughters returned questionnaires (100 percent) , thirty-one of their m others
returned them (88 . 6 percent), and thirty grandmothers (85 . 7 percent) r eturne d
their questionnaires . Of the nine subjects who did not return questionnaires
four declined to participate and five neve r r esponded .
Among the ninety -six qu es ti onnaires returned were twe nty - seven intact,
three- generati on maternal families (tota l N = 81) .

Because the study was in-

tended primarily to examine differences be tween generations, a tighte r des ign
was beli eved possibl e where indi vidual family pa tte rns and attitudes were controll ed for by comparing generational differenc es within famili e s . As this was
the intent, the returned questi onnai res of indi v idual s whose other generation
counterparts had not responded were discarded . Of the ninety-six questionnaires r e turned, thirteen were di sca rded for this reason; two others were discarded because of incompleteness . The final sample which was analyzed
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consisted of eighty-one respondents (84 . 4 percent of return; 77. l percent of
total) in twenty-seven intact, three generation families of daughters, their
mothers, and grandmothers .
Tabl e l is the first of several tables that describe the sample . The average age of the older generation was 70. 6 as compared wtth the 45 . 5 and 22 . 7
means of the middle and younger generations.

For the older generation child

bearing occurred many years ago, whil e for the middle generation it had been
more recent, and for the younger generation it was JUSt begmning. It should be
noted that the age range of the youngest generation is considerably truncated
compared with the middle a nd ol der generations .
Table l al so summarizes the number of child ren of each of the generation
groups .

There are fewer c hildren reported by the second generatiOn than the

first, a difference that probably has stabilized, since with an average age of
45 . 5 most of the middle generation women were through the childbearing years.
To establish education categories for comparati ve purposes the instrument ' s background section item 2 was used.

Respondents with formal education

beyond high school were included in category one, and those wi th a high school
educat ion or l ess , in category two.

The result ing dichotomy is depicted in

Table 2. With forty - three s ubject s in category one and thirty-eight in ca tegory two the division was quite even.

By generations the results are as would

be expected considering the increased emphasis and availability of higher education in more recent years. A littl e over two-thirds of the daughters, about
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Tabl e 1. Age of respondents and their number of children
Ge ne rations
Family
number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

2

age
65
65
74
71

73
75
60
72
70
73
80
69
75
65
69
65
79
72
57
75
64
63
89
72
68
67
70

children
5
4
5
9
7
3
3
6
3
6
5
4
4

6
6
9
5
3
6
5
6
5
11
5
4
7
3

age
40
46
44
41
45
48
40
44
49
43
61
56
51
46
41
45
43
43
44
45
46
41
45
46
46
40
48

children
6
4
4
6
1
6
5
2
4
5
5
3
5
5
8
2
6
6
5
4
2
4
6
9
9
6
3

age

children

20
21
24
21
24
19
23
23
23
24
24
21
27
25
23
23
23
23
22
21
23
22
22
24
25
21
23

0
1
0
1
1
2

2
3
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

---------------------- -------------------------------------------------Mean

70.6

Range

89-60

5.3
11 -3

45.5

4.9

22.7

61-4 0

9-1

27-19

.96
3-1
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one- half of their mothers, and one - third of th e ir grandmothers had some education beyond high school.

Table 2.

Educational le vel of the respondents
Generations
2

Education

Totals

3

Nu mber of respondents
with education beyond
high school

10

13

20

43

Number of respondents
with education l ess than
high school

17

14

7

38

27

27

27

81

Totals

Hu sband s ' occupations were to be written in answer to item 9 on t he instru ment' s background section.

These responses were sorted accordmg to the fo ll ow-

ing classifications: Class one included doctors, lawyers, professors, etc . ; class
two was comprised of mana gers , teachers, etc . ; class three included farmers,
mechanics , craftsmen, etc . ; i n class four were laborers, janitors, and unskill ed
workers; cl ass five was left for no response ; and class six was for students.
The distribution that resulted is s hown in Table 3.
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Table 3.

Classifications of husband ' s occupation

Occupational
cla ssification

Generations
2

professional

Totals

0

2

0

2

6

9

0

15

18

16

10

44

2 managerial
3 farmer, etc.

3

4 laborer

2

0

5 not given

2

0

2

4

6 student

0

0

14

14

27

27

27

81

Totals

Categorized by occupations, the sample was very homogeneous.
tering occurred especially in cl asses two and three.

Clus-

The only other numerical-

ly signifi cant group was the student category. Since rural and university thirdgenerations and low and high education groups were to be contrasted as suggested by hypothesis 4, there seemed to be very little value in comparing occupational classes two and three with students.

As adjacent categories two a nd

three were not felt to be powerful occupational contrasts , occupation as a va ri abl e was dropped from the analysis.
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The Mormon orthodoxy score was based on a point scheme described
previously in the procedure section.

However, on two different questionnaires

grandmothers had written " ! am ill " and "because of inability to see and hear"
as explanations of church inactivity and nonpartic ipation . Because of this, a
two - point differential was given to grandmothers reporting "very active" c hu rc h
participation in retrospect of their past lives. After the first -generation com pensatory scoring ha d been applied, r espondents in all generations who had
acquired s ix points or less on the four orthodoxy items were classified as having low orthodoxy . The result s of the Mormon orthodoxy classification are
dep icted in Table 4.

Table 4.

Categorie s of Mormon ort hodoxy

Generations

Orthodoxy

high
middle
low

Totals

Totals

2

3

8

10

9

27

10

10

7

27

9

7

11

27

27

27

27

81

*Expressed in actual numbers of eac h generati on .
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The middle generation high orthodoxy group consisted of those who
scored ten or eleven possible points. As six points and below had been cafegori zed across generations as low orthodoxy, those in the second generation who
scored seven, eight, or nine points were in neither high nor l ow orthodoxy
groups .
Because highly orthodox first-generation subjects in good health usually
received the two point differential that was intended to boost their ailing cohorts
from low orthodoxy, those scoring twelve and thirteen of the thirteen possible
points were considered hi ghly orthodox in the first generation. Using the low
and high cutoff lines described left ten of the oldest generation in the middle
orthodoxy group.
At the high orthodoxy end of the scale the youngest generation subjects
fac ed a bias apparently because they had often not yet been assigned church jobs.
1-ligh mobility and young age were factors which were partially responsible for the
fewer church assignments reported by third-generation subjects . If the same high
orthodoxy criterion of ten and eleven points used for the middle generation was applied to the youngest generation, only four of the twenty - seven could be considere d
highly orthodox. In order to have more proportionate generation frequ encies and
a more realistic measure of third-generation orthodoxy, respondents acquiring
nine, ten, or eleven of the el even possible points were classified as highly orthodox.
Table 5 gives the maternal control and support scores for the youngest
and middl e generations. Responses to the Cornell Parent Behavior Description
were not tabulated for the oldest generation.

The scale was constructed for
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Table 5. Second and third generation maternal control and support scores
Generahon

Family
number

2
Control

1
2
3

12
12

4

16
13
15
10
15

5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

11

11

12
12

13
11
8
16
12
13
8
10

Support
12
13
15
16
13
13
12
14
12
12
12

9

Control

3
Support

9

11

12
12
12
12
14

12
8
12
12

11

12
14
9
10
15
16
12
12

10
11
13
9

16
12
15

11

10

8

9

9

10
10
11
12
10
9
9
14
15
8
10
13

11

16
12
15
14
12

11

12

13
10
11
8

13
12
10

9

11

9

10
14
12
12
12
16
11
14
13
14
15

------- --------------------------- -------------------------------------Mean score
High score
Low score
Range
• Responses not given.

11. 68
16
8
8

12.32
16
9

7

11. 37
16
8
8

12 . 18
16
8

8
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adolescents who were to describe their parent's behavior in the present, and
the investigator's use of the scale in a retrospective fashion with young adults
was stretching its applicability.
By inspection it was obvious that the youngest generation's reporting of
maternal control and support neither supported nor contradicted hypotheses 4
and 5. As eight was the lowest score reported for either dimension, there
really were no low scores in the distribution . Out of curiosity the mate rnal
control and support scores reported by the second generation were tabulated
with similar results.
The sample scores of reported maternal beha ior were too homogeneous
to allow contrasts of Mormon orthodoxy or correlations of mother- daughter attitudes to be made between high and low groups . The two hypotheses deaJmg
with mat ernal control and support were not teste d due to this sampl e ho mogeneity.
The upper-end clustering of scores may have been affected by th e sca]e's r e trospective (rather than its inte nded present) use in the study. ]( is probable that
adolescents li ving at home are harsher judges of parental behavi or than are re flective young adults who are establishing homes of their own,

Hypotheses Tested
Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 stated that there would be no significant differences between
generations one, two and three on measures of birth control, abortion , and population crisis attitudes.

The hypothes is was rejected at the • 05 level of confidence
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for birth control and population crisis , but not for abortion attitudes. A
simpl e one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test for sigmficant
differences between generations on the attitudes scales.
Table 6 gives the generation's means , standard deviations, and ranges,
and also a standard ANOVA table show ing the computed value s for the birth control attitude sca le.

The birth control scale mean for generation one re fl ects

muc h more conservative attitudes than generations two and three .

Note that

the means a nd the high and low scores of the middle and younger generations
are very similar, but much diffe r ent from the older generation's conservative
mean and range.
When significanc e was found with the ANOVA test, the investigator could
tell by inspection that generation one was almost certainly significantly dirfer ent from both generations two and three .

To determine if generati ons two a nd

three differed significantly from one another, a parametric contrast was com puted between the two means . Using the . 05 level of confidence, gene rations two
and three did not differ significantly. It was the birth control attitudes of the
ol der generation which were really different from the other two generations.
Tabl e 7 gives the generation's means, standard deviat ions, and ranges
on the abortion scal e.

The same pattern--ge nerations two and three be ing simi-

l ar and generation one different--is observed. Again this is true for both means
and ranges .

The accompanying ANOVA table shows that abortion attitude differ-

ences between the generations were not significant. Abortion is probably a variabl e on which the generations have m ore similar attitudes than birth control;
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Table 6.

Birth control attitude scal e- - means , standard deviations, a nd
ranges by gene ration

Birth co ntrol
attitude scale

Generations
3

2

43 . 52

mean
standard deviation
range

56. 96

9 . 63

11. 29

10. 35

57-20

78-32

7 8-36

ANOVA table for birth control a ttitude differences between gener-

ations
Source of va riance
Between ge nerations
E rror
Total

ss

MS

F

p

2

2684. 62

1342 . 31

12 . 29

• 001

78

8518. 56

109 , 17

80

11200 . 17

df

however , the lower reliability of the abortion attitu de scale should be ke pt m
mind.

Ge ne r ations may have diffe red significantly if t he scal e had included

more item s of a Jess extrem e nature that would have distinguishe d attitude
degrees between individuals more finely .
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Table 7.

Abortion attitude scale--means, standard deviation , and ranges by
generation

Gene rat ions
2

Abortion attitude
scale
mean
standard deviation
range

3

12 . 81

14 , 59

14 . 85

3. 37

3. 37

3 84

30-13

40-16

39- 14

ANOVA table for abortion altitude differences between generatiOns

Source of variation

Between generations
Error
Total

df

ss

MS

F

2. 66

2

66 . 40

3 19

78

974 . 00

12 . 48

80

1040 . 40

p

NS

ln Table 8 are given the means , standard deviations, and ranges of the
generations for the population crisis allltude scale . Again the pattern of young est and middle generation similarity and oldest generation difference is ev1denl
for both measures of central tendency and va r1ability.

The ANOVA table shows

the population crisis attitude differences between generations to be significant
at the • 05 l eveL Generational attitudes on th is va r iable we re Significantly dtfferent, but no so extremely different as on the birth control variable .
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Table 8.

Population crisis attitude scal e -- means , standard deviations, a nd
ranges by gene rations

Population crisis
attitude scal e

Generations
2

1n ean

standard deviation
range

22 , 59

25 . 19

25.74

4 . 04

5 . 01

5, 27

30- 13

4 0- 16

39 - 14

ANOVA table for populati on c risis attitude differences between
generations

====--- --Source of variance
Between generations
Error
To tal

df

ss

MS

F

p

. 31

' 05

2

152. 47

76.23

78

1797. 77

23.05

80

19 50 . 24

Hypoth esis 2
This hypothesis stated that across generations the birth control , abo rtion ,
and population crisis at! itudes of respondents with high Mormon orthodo y would
differ significantly from respondents With low orthodoxy .

This hypoth esis was

accepted beyond the . 05 l evel for all three a tt i tudinal variables .

The b>rth con -

trol , a bor!Jon , a nd population crisis a ttitudes o f highly o rthodox Mormons were
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significantly more conservative than the atutudes of the low- orthodo ·y Mormons . In order to test for a possibl e interaction between orthodoxy and cduca tion , this hypothesis was tested by u si ng a two - way ANOVA.

Table 9 depJCts

the education and orthodoxy two-way design and the resulting ANOVA table

~

r

the birth control attitude scale .
As logi c and the l iteratu r e would suggest, the highest birth control atti tude mean appeared in the high education - lo' orthodoxy cell, and the l owes t
mean in the l ow education - high orthodoxy cell . In the rightmost column the
mean of the twenty-nine subjects WIth education beyond high school (53

4)

is compared with the mean of the twenty- five subjects with educatJOn of htgh
school or l ess (49 . 97) .

Similarl y , m the bo ti orn r-ow t.he equal sJze

(N ~~7)

high and low orthodoxy group means ot 46 . 64 and 56 98 respec!J,ely are cum pa r ed .
The ANOVA test of Significance summarized in Table 9 shows that birth
control allitude differences between subjects with formal education beyond h1gh
school and subjects with high school education or less were not significant
Birth cont rol attitude differences between the high and l ow Mormon orthod xy
groups were significant beyond the • 01 le vel of confidence.

Education and Mor-

mon orthodoxy did not interact significantly with regard to birth control attitudes .
Tabl e 10 .illustrates the relationship between education and ort hodoxy
for the abortion variable.

As depicted in the far right colwnn, the means of the
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Table 9 .

Birth control attitude scale -- Mormon orthodoxy a nd education two way ANOV A design

Education

Mormon orthodoxy
high
low

Totals

Beyond
high school

N=18
m ean =47. 83

N=ll
mean=59. 45

N=29
mean=53. 64

High school
or less

N =9

mean=45 . 44

N=16
mean =54. 50

N=25
mean=49 . 97

N=27
mean=46 . 64

N=27
mean=56. 98

Totals

N=54

B i rth control two-way ANOVA table --e ducation and Mormon ortho doxy

Source of variance

df

Between rows (educalion)
Between columns
(o rthodoxyl
Interaction
Error
Total

50
53

MS

F

p

16 8. 49

1. 368

NS

1335.71

10 .842

20 . 56

. 166

123 . 19

. 01
NS
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two education groups (14. 71 and 13. 93) were more similar than were the means
of the high and low orthodoxy groups (12. 85 and 15. 79) s hown in the bottom row.

Table 10 . Abortion attitude scale--Mormon orthodoxy and education two- way
ANOVA design
Morm on orthodoxy
Education

!ugh

low

Totals

Beyond high
school

N=18
m ean=12. 16

N=ll
mean=17. 27

N=29
m ean=l4 . 71

High school
or l ess

N=9
mean=l3. 55

N=l6
mean=14. 31

N=25
mean=l3 . 93

Totals

N=27
mean=l2. 85

N=27
mean=15 . 79

N=54

Abortion two-way ANOVA table--education and Mormon orthodoxy
Source of variance

df

Between rows (education)
Between columns (orthodoxy)
Interaction
Error

50
Total

53

MS

F

p

8.8 4

. 73

NS

103 . 36

8. 56

• 01

56.11

4.65

. 05

12 . 69
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The summary of the two - factor ANOVA co mputations pe rfo nn ed on the
abo rtion scale data show that the education gr oups did not differ s 1gni ficantly ,
but the high and low orthodoxy groups were diffe r ent at the . 01 co nf1dence
l eveL

In addition, at the , 05 l evel, education and orthodoxy interac ted signifi-

cantly on the abortion attitude scale . Of the three dependent va nable ANOVAs
computed with education and orthodoxy as the inde pendent va r iabl es , abo rt w n
was the onl y attitude which showed s ignifi cant education and orthodoxy interac tion ,
The e ducation and orthodoxy two- way ANOVA for the popwan on cns1s
scal e data

IS

depicted in Table 11.

The expected pa ttern of the l owes t score

mean being in the lower edu cation -- higher o r1.hodoxy cell and the highes t m ean
in the highe l' educari on- -lower orthodoxy cell is obse rved . Again the ro' t tal
m eans for edu cation groups are much more s1milar than the column tota m eans
for orthodo y . Th1s obser abl a m ean d1ffe r ence was

er1fied in the two - way

ANOVA table compt!tations , where Mo rm n o rthodoxy, but not educa tion, was
s hown to be a s ignificant source o f variance,

The third of the total sampl e

which was l eas t orthodox, a s contrasted with the most orthodox third , had m ore
liberal popula ti on crisi s attitudes than would be expected by chance in one our of
one thousand replications .
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Table 11.

Population crisis attitude scal e--Mormon orthodoxy and education
two-way ANOVA design

Mormon orthodoxy
Education

high

Totals

l ow

Beyond high
school

N=l 8
mean=22. 66

N=ll
m ean=28 , 09

N=29
mean=25 . 38

High school
or l ess

N =9
mean=22, 11

N=16
mean=26. 68

N =25
m ean=24. 36

Totals

N=27
mean=22 , 39

N=27
mean=27. 39

N =54

Population crisis two- way ANOVA tabl e--educati on and Morm on
orthodoxy

Source of variance

df

Between rows (education\
Between columns (orthodoxy)
Interaction
Error

50

Total

53

MS

F

p

7.16

. 32

NS

285 . 31

12 . 98

5 . 22

. 24

21.97

.001
NS
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Hypothesis 3
This hypothesis stated that the higher education, higher occupation, and
non- rural groups would have significantly different birth control abortion, and
population crisis attitudes. Occupation was an unwieldy variable in the
sample--it did not lend itself to analysis as explained previously.

The hypothesis

relative to differences in education groups was rejected for all three of the attitude variabl es as explained throughout the discussion of hypothesis two in the
two- way analysis .
The hypothesis as it applied to residence was rejected. An examination
of rural - non-ru ral attitude differences was desired primarily so that the differe nces which the investigator expected to find between the generations would not
be suspect because of the third generation's university residence . To answer
the possible criticism that generations differed because the younger generation
was located at the university, rural and university third-generation sampl es
were contrasted.
Table 12 describes some cha racte ristics of the birth control, abortion,
and population crisis attitudes of the youngest generation rural and uni versi ty
groups . None of the attitudes of the two groups differed significantly as tested
by independent sampl e t-tests.
In summary , hypothesis 3 dealing with the demographic variables of education and residence was r ejected . There were not signficant diffe rences
between third-generation rural and university subjects, or, across generations,
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Table 12.

Third generation attitude comparisons: rural-university

A tritude
scale

rural
(N=12)

university
(N=l 5)

B i rth Control
mean
standard deviation
range

55 . 83
8. 45
67 - 44

57 . 86
11 . 90
78- 36

15.33
4. 14
22·-11

14. 47
3. 68
19- 6

26 , 17
3. 33
32-21

25 . 40
4. 33
39-14

Abortion
mean
sta nda rd deviation
range
_!'.QEI.!ation Crisis
m ean
sta ndard deviation
range

be tween high a nd low education groups, on measures of birth control, abortion ,
and population c nsis atti tudes .

ttnude differences between occupauunal

classes were not. analyzed as the sample was too homogeneous to provide contrast ca tegori es on this variable .
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Hypothesis 4
Tlli~ hypothesi~ ~tated

lhal in lhe youngest generation there would be sig-

nifi cant Mormon orthodoxy differences between respondents r eportmg low and
high maternal support.

This hypothesis coul d not be tested since th e maternal

control and support scores reported did not have sufficient variance to allow
valid low and high categorization.

Hypoth esis 5
Hypothesis 5 stated that correlations between mother-daughter a ttitude
scores for daughters reporting high maternal support would differ Significantly
from mother- daughter attit1.1de correlations of daughters reporting low ma ternal
s upport. As the testing of this hypothesis was al so dependent upon establis hing
low and high maternal support categories, II was not tested because of the
sam pl e's homogeneity on this variable .

Summary of Findings
Birth control and populatiOn crisis atlutude differences between the three
generations were significant; the most extreme difference occurred between the
oldest and middle generations .
gard ing abortion attitudes .

The generat ions did not differ significantly re-

Hi gh and low Mormon orthodoxy groups were sig-

nifi cantly differe nt on all att itudes measured . An interaction effect between
orthodoxy and education was observed. Low orthodoxy--high education
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respondents had abortion attitudes which differed significantly from all other
respondents . Education and residence were not found to be significant sources
of attitude variability.

The effects of occupational cla ss and maternal behavior

were not analyzed due to m easurem ent difficulties . The data were so homo geneous on these two variabl es that no analysis was possible .
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Summary

The main objective of this study was to determine i f female generations
within families had significantly different birth control, aborllon, and popula tion crisis attitudes . Secondary emphasis was focused on the effects of Mormon orthodoxy, education, residence, husband's occupation, and maternal
support on family planning attitudes .

Procedure

Questionnatre responses of eighty -one adult subjects who were daughtermother-grandmother relati es in twenty-seven families were analyzed.

Most of

the respondents lived in or near the city of Logan, Utah and nearly all of them
lived in the northern Utah - southern Idaho region . Of the 105 quesllonnatres
mailed out 91.4 per cent were returned and 84 . 4 per cent of these were utilized .
The questionnaires contained birth control, abortion, population crisis , and maternal control -support scal es .

The birth-control scal e was a modified version

of Wilke's scale (Shaw and Wright, 1967, p . 136), and the maternal controlsupport scale used was the s hort form of the Cornell Parent Behavior Description (Wiegert and Thomas, 1970, p. 310) . The abortion and population crisis
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scales were newly developed.

Reliability and validity assessment was a major

conce rn for all of the RealeR.
The background section of the questionnaire provided information for high
a nd low Mormon orthodoxy and education categorization, and occupational
classifications.

Rura l and university residence of the third generation was con-

trolled in sampl e sel ection.
The scales were all of the Likert summated des ign. The letters "SA",
"A" , "D", and "SD", which stood for Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree , and
Strongly Disagree were adjacent to every item and subjects indicated their
opinion by circli ng one of the four alternatives. If the statement read in favor
of t he variable (i . e ., pro birth control), "SA" was ass igned a value of four,
" A" a value of three , "0" a valu e of two, and "SO", a value of one. If a statement read negatively (i.e., against birth control ) the numerical values assigned
the four alternatives were reversed.

Consequently, on the twenty-item birth

control scale the possible range was 80-20 , and the six-item abortion sca le
possibl e range was 24 - 6.

On the population crisis scal e (ten items) there was a

40-10 possible ra nge, and t he maternal control and support (four items eac h\

seal es had 16-4 poss ibl e ranges.

Analysis
Three of the five original hypotheses were tested using the . 05 critical
level to determine significance.

Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 were tested using a

one-factor analysis of varia nce, a two-factor anal ysi s of va r iance, and an
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independent sample t-technique respectively.

The part of hypothesis 3 which

rlealt with husband's occupation, and hypotheses 4 and 5 dealing with maternal
support, were not tested due to the homogeneous sample and/ or categorization
difficulties.

Other statistics were used to describe the sample characteristics

and sca le findings .

Findings
The first hypothesis--that there would not be significant attitude differences between generations--was rejected for birth control and population crisis
altitudes, but not for abortion attitudes . The youngest generation had a tendency
to be the most liberal on all attitudes .

However , the middle and youngest gener-

ation attitudes were quite similar; it was the oldest generation that had att itudes which differed significantly from both gene rations two and three .
Mormon orthodoxy, as s ugges ted by hypothesis 2, was a significant
fa c tor in altitude differences.

The third of the sample classified as highly

orthodox had attitudes on all three scal es that were significantly different
from the altitudes of the low -orthodoxy third .

The attitude differences between

orthodoxy groups were significant at the • 01 l evel for birth control, the , 01
l evel for abortion, and the . 001 l evel for population crisis .
Contrary to hypothesis 3, education and residence were not found to be
significant factors in attitude differences .

Hypothesis 3, whi ch staled that
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highe r education and non-rural respondents would have significantly different
attitude scores than l ower education and rural respondents, was rejected.

Discussion
Although there was a tendency for youngest generation subjects to have
the highest birth control, abortion, and population c r isis attitudes, significant
differences that would ha ve contrasted the younger against the two older generations did not appear.

Rather, the two younger generations were found to be

similar a nd both s ignificantly different from the oldest generation.
The preceding generalization was t r ue for both birth control and population crisis atti tudes. That generational differences we re most extreme be tween gene ra tions one and two rather than two and three, may suggest that the
attitudes of the oldest generation have been least a ffe cted by the larger soc iety's
population concern and endorsement of birth control. In other words , if there
has been a differential effect of the ma ss m edia on the generations, probably
the re has been much less im pact on grandmothers tha n on the middle an d
y ounge r generat ions.
Birth control issues and population conce rn s were probabl y a very small
part of life ' s experience for the oldes t ge nera tion .

Ha ving reared familie s

largely without birth control because it was socially less valued and not readily
ava ilabl e , it may now be relati vely easie r for grandmothers than younger
women to be critical of cont raception.

Today contraception and population
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conce rn are prevalent and socially valued .

For young women today to be con-

servative regarding these issues requires a personal choice against the grain
of social pressure, whereas, for women fifty years ago similar conse r vatism
was comfortably in tune with society .
Th e above are suggested explanations for the different attitudes of the
eldest generation.

Following is a discussion of why second and third genera-

tion's attitudes were similar.
P erhaps second-generation Mormon women have been as much affected
by the mass media as have their daughters . In addition , the societal acceptance of contraception may have undergone as great or a greater transition
twenty or thirty years ago than it has in the r ecent decade ,
Bardsley (1971), found that women just l eaving the child bearing life
stage tend to have more favorable atti tudes toward family planning than those
j ust ente ring the c hild bearing age.

Presumably, those who have undergone

the motherhood experience more readily accept family planning than those anti cipating it.
After having one's own desi red nwnber of c hildren during an e r a when
this was acceptabl e, it may now be easier to say that others s hould not have as
many children.

Perhaps this is more easily sa id looking back than ahead.

Prospecti ve parents may tend to be more r eluc tant about family limitation than
those who have a lready had families.
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It appea rs to the investigator that the youngest generation is probably

the target group most directly aimed at by the l arger society 's contraception
and population crisis propaganda.

However, with the interaction of the fac -

tors enum erate d above the middle generation's attitudes tum out to be very
sim il a r to those of the youngest generation .
That the generations did not differ

significantly on abortion attitudes

may be attribu table to se veral factor s. It is probable that abortion is a subject that Mormon wome n really ha ve more unifi e d attitudes about than t hey do
r egarding birth control or popul ation c risis.

Attitudes toward preventing con-

ception (birth control) among Mormons vary conside rably as pointed out in the
review of literature. However, in terms of degree, after conception the prevention or bi rth by termination of pregnancy (abortion) would be considered a
much more morally and religiously que stionable practice. It seems to be very
likel y that as the scale indi cated Mo rm on women across generations do not
ha ve attitudes towa rd abortion that are very different.
Prev ious mention has bee n m a de of the low reliability of the abo rtion
sca le .

Items were not included that could make the finer distinctions of de-

gree between persons with simil a r attitudes.

However, in the test for atti -

tude differences between Mormon orthodoxy groups , the abortion scal e
diffe rentiate d between those of high a nd low orthodoxy as well as the birth con trol scale did {both beyond . 01 ).

In pragmatic terms, the abortion sca l e
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demonstrated validity by its ability to distinguish between individual s who
differe rl in orthodoxy.
From the data it may be argued that abortion as an issue is a more
serious con ce rn to the respondents than the other attitudes tested , It is important to reiterate that it was the only variabl e for which a significant educationorthodoxy interaction was obtained . Of the four groups contrasted by the twoway ANOVA design, the l ow orthodoxy-high education group had abortion alti tudes which were significantly more liberal than the other three groups .
Mormon orthodoxy was a very significant source of variance on all
attitudes . Orthodoxy explains more attitude variance than either level of educa tion or place of residence.

There was a tendency, although not significant, for

education to influence attitudes; but overwhelmingly, on all attitudes, the high
and l ow Mormon orthodoxy groups differed .
That the frequently found rural - non - ru r al attitude difference s d1d not
a ppear in this study was probably due to the lack o f contrast
compared .

111

the two groups

The non-rural r esponde nts attend a modest size w1hersi t.y r e -

lmowned for its excellence in agriculture and related disciplines .

The uni er-

sily is located in Logan , a town of l ess than 25,000 residents in the center of an
agricultural valley . There fore, the rural - uni versity comparison was not a
strong con! rast.
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Suggestions for Further Research

The investigator is intrigued that , of the attitude aria bles measure d ,
a bortion was unique . Both between gene rations and with the orthodoxy-education
interaction thi s variable was diffe r e nt.

An interesting study could be done with

various or m atched samples using the birth control scale for one group and
substituting abortion in place of birth co ntrol for the other group . Th e tent
of birth cont r ol and abortion attitude differences could be assessed for diffe rent
group s.

This would be especiall y interesting m light of recent t r ends toward

abortion acceptance and l egalization.
As previ ously mentioned, in this loca l e when a rural sampl e is included
the farm e r - non- fa rmer contrast might be more use ful than occupational classi ficatio ns .
That parental support is fo und m ost oft en in co mbination with a dol escent
con formity is ve ry interesting. The inabili ty of tht s s tudy to focus on this
dimension mtght be correcte d

Ill

the futu re by using a more heterogeneous

sampl e and / or respondents who are s till adolf scent s dependent on their parents .
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Appendix A
Instrument
Pretest Draft
YOU HAVE AGREED TO HELP ME IMPROVE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE .
WILL YOU PLEASE TURN THIS PAGE AND ANSWER EACH ITEM AND THEN
TURN BACK AND ANSWER THE FOUR QUESTIONS ON THIS PAGE? THANK
YOU .

1.

2.

Were the instructions clear enough? Yes
No
If "no, " make an "X" where they seemed unclear.
Were the items clear? Yes_ _ _ No
If "no," write the numbers of unclear items h e r e - - - - - - - - -

3.

Did any of the items seem too personal or offensive to you? Yes
No_ __
If "yes," whic h o n e s ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4.

Do you have any comments or sugge stions please?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH

69
Do not write your name on this questionnaire; it is anonymous and responses
a r e confidential. However, please respond to every item as you will be helping
us understand why people have differing opinions .

1.

Please write the year of your birth ____ .

2.

Check the level of your formal education: 0-9th grade_ _ ; 9-lZth grade_ _ ;
some college _ _ ; college graduate _ _ .

3.

My marriage was : a civil ceremony_ _ ; performed in the temple _ _ ;
both

4.

l attend Relief Society:
l attend Sacrament Meeting:
I a ttend Sunday School:

5.

How many children do you have? _ _ Their ages are: sons_,_,_,_,_,_;

--

regularly _ _ ; sometimes _ _ ; seldom _ _ .
regularly_ _ ; sometimes_ _ ; seldom___ .
regularly_ _ ; sometimes_ _ ; seldom _ _ .

daughters_,_,_,_,_,_.

6.

Ha\El you ever or do you now have an assignment in the Church? Yes
; No _ _ .
List Church positions: Present: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7.

Do you c onsider yourself to be an obser e r o f the Word of Wisdom?
Yes _ _ No _ _•

8.

My hu s band's occupation is or was: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

9.

Considering most aspects of the Church I am now:
very active _ _ ; moderately a c ti ve _ _ ; inactive_ _ .

10.

Looking back on my lifetime Church activity 1 have been:
very active _ _ ; moderately active _ _ ; inactive _ _

Past: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Listed bel ow are some statements with whlch you may agree or disagree . There are
no right or wrong answers, so answer according to your own opinion . Indicate your
opinion by drawingacircle around "SA" if you STRONGLY AGREE, a round the "A"
if you AGREE, around the "D" if you DISAGREE , and around "SD" if you STRONGLY
DISAGREE. It is very important to the st·udy that all questions be answered. Many
of the statements will seem alike but all are necessary to show slight differences of
opinion.
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0 SO

1.

We should be absolutely opposed to birth control.

SAAOSD

2.

Rirth control ,·educes the marital relation to the l evel of
vice.

SA A D SO

3.

We ought to approve of birth control because of the advantages to women's health resulting from the correct spacing
of children.

SA A D SD

4.

Uncontrolled reproduction should be opposed on the grounds
that it is a fundamental cause of crime .

SAADSA

5.

We should not approve of women taking the heatlh risks
involved in birth control.

SAADSA

6.

Wide-sread acceptance and approval of birth control i
imperative.

SA A D SA

7.

The practice of birth control is equivalent to murder.

SA A

0 SA

8.

Uncontrolled reproduction s hould be discouraged since
it l eads to many social evils .

SA A D SA

9.

Birth control is race suicide.

SA A

SA

10.

Birth control 1s a legitimate health measure .

SA A D SA

11.

Our laws should prohibit giving, even to adults, informa tion concerning bi 11 h control.

SA A D SA

12.

We should not only allow but strongly urge birth control
to limit the size of families oflow income.

SAADSA

13.

Effective measures s hould be taken to preve nt any sale
of birth control devices.

SAADSA

14.

Birth control would help to solve many of our social
problems .

SAADSA

15.

Birth control is highly desirable for women who must
earn a living.

SAADSA

16 .

The possible benefits of birth control do not alter the
fact that it is morally wrong.

SA A 0
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SA A 0 SD

17.

Wide-spread knowledge of birth control methods should
be opposed as 1ikely to l ead to the spread of venereal
disease.

SA A D SD

18.

We should approve as socially desirable the program of
those organizations supporting the movement for birth
control .

SA A D SD

19 .

The practic e of birth control evades man's duty to propagate the race ,

SA A 0 SD

20.

Birth control increases the happiness of married life.

SA A 0 SD

21.

Every normal healthy couple should have as many c hildren as is physiologteally possible .

SA A 0 SD

22.

Abortion is against God's will.

SA A 0 SO

23.

A woman should have the right to terminate an unwanted
pregnancy by abortion.

SA A 0 SO

24.

If a doctor's exami nation found that the fetus being carried wa~ severel y malformed the woma n s hould be allowed
to have a n abortion if she wanted,

SA A 0 SO

25.

Having an abortion l eaves a woman with permanent emotional sears.

SA A D SD

26.

A victim of rape or incest should be pennitted to have a n
abortion.

SA A D SD

27.

If a woman's pregnancy was such that she had a 50% chance
of dying in childbirth she still should not seek an abortion .

SA A D SD

28.

People who ignore the population crisis are really unaware of th e facts .

SAADSD

29.

It is becoming difficult to enjoy recreation because there
are so many people.

SA A D SD

30.

Our natural energy resources such as oil and coal are not
really end~n gered by growing population .

SA A D SD

31.

People who are concerned abou t a population explosion are
concerned about nothi ng.
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SAADSD

32.

More water and air pollution seem to be likely consequences of population growth .

SA A D SD

33.

Even considering our inventiveness, food shortage could
become a serious problem with continued population
growth .

SAADSD

34.

The increase in population has had no apparent effect on
communities where I have lived.

SA A D SD

35.

Overpopulation is a serious world problem .

SA A D SD

36 .

We should not meddle with population growth but should
let nature take its course.

SA A D SD

37.

Population problems in other countries need not concern
us in America.

Below there are eight statements describing a mother's behavior toward her
daughter who is still living at home. Looking back as a daughter , please indicate how well each statement describes your own mother's behavior toward you
by circling the appropriate letter as before.

SA

s

D SD

1.

She kept after me to do well in school.

SA

s

D SD

2.

If I had a ny kind of problem I could count on her to help
me out.

SA

s

D SD

3.

She expected me to keep my things in good order.

SA

s

D SD

4.

She said ni ce things about me .

SA

s

D SD

5.

She kept pushing me to do my best in whatever I did.

SA

s

D SD

6.

She taught me things I wanted to learn.

SA

s

D SD

7.

If I didn't do what was expected of me she was ve ry
strict about it.

SA

s

D SD

8.

She made me feel she was there if I needed her .
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Final Draft

Do not write your name on this questionnaire; it is anonymous and responses
are confidential. However, please respond to every item as you will be helping us understand why peopl e have differing opinions .

1.

Please write the year of your birth _ __ _

2.

Check the level of your formal education: 0-9th grade
; 9-12th grade
;
some college _ _ ; college graduate _ _. --

3.

My marriage was: a civil ceremony_ _ ; performed in the temple_ _ ;
both _ _

4.

I attend Relief Society:
l attend Sacrament Meeting:
l attend Sunday School:

5.

How many children do you have? _ _ Their ages are:

regula r!y_ _ ; sometimes_ _ ; seldom_ _
regularly_ _ ; sometimes
seldom _ _ .
regularly_ _ ; sometimes_ _ ; seldom_,_.
sons_ , _ ,_,_,_

daughters _ , _,_,_ , _.

6.

List any church jobs or assigmnents

7.

List the major assignments or positions you have held in the Church: _ __

8.

Do you consider yourself to be an observer of the Word of Wisdom?
Yes
No

9.

My husband's occupation is or w a s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

you~ha

e: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

10.

Con s idering most aspects of the Church I am now:
very active_ _; moderately active_ _ ; inactive_ _ •

11.

Look ing back on my lifetim e Churc h activity I have been:
ve ry active_ _ ; moderately active_ _ ; inactive_ _ •
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Listed below are some statements with which you may agree or disagree. There
are no right or wrong answers, so answer according to your own opinion. Indicate your opinion by drawing a ci i'cle a round "SA" if you STRONGLY AGREE,
around the "A" if you AGREE, around the "D" if you DISAGREE , and around
"SO" if you STRONGLY DISAGREE . It is very important that all questions
be answered. Many of the statements will seem alike but all are necessary to
show slight differences of opinion.
SA A D SD

1.

Birth control should be absolutely opposed .

SAADSD

2.

Birth control reduces the marital relation to the l evel
of vice.

SA A D SD

3.

Birth control is desirable because of the advantages to
women's health resulting from the correct spacing of
children.

SA A D SD

4.

We should not approve of women taking the health risks
involved in birth control.

SA A D SD

5.

Wide-spread acceptance and approval of birth control
is essential.

SA A D SD

6.

The practice of birth control is equivalent to murder .

SA A 0 SD

7.

The absence of birth control in a society leads to many
social evils.

SA A 0

so

8.

Birth control is race suicide ,

A A 0

so

9.

Birth control is important in preserving a mother's
health.

SA A 0 SO

10 .

Laws should prohibit giving, even to adults, information
concerning birth control.

SA A 0 SO

11.

Birth control should not only be allowed but urged to
limit the size of families of low income .

SA A 0 SO

12.

Effective measures should be taken to prevent a ny sale
of birth control devices.

SA A 0 SO

13.

Birth contrnl would hPlp to solve many of our social
problems.

SA A D SO

14.

Birth control is higWy desirable for women employed
outside of the home.
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SA A D SD

15.

The possible benefits of birth control do not alte r the
fact that it is morally wrong.

SAADSD

16.

Wide-spread knowledge of birth control methods is
likely to lead to the spread of venereal disease .

SA ADSD

17 .

Organizations that encourage the use of birth control
should be supported as socially desirable .

SA A D SD

18.

The practice of birth control evades a man's duty to
multiply and replenish the earth.

SA A D SD

19.

Birth control increases the happiness of married life .

SA A D SD

20.

Every normal healthy couple should have as many chJldren as is physically possible.

SA A D SD

21.

Abortion is against God's will.

SA A D SD

22.

A woman should ha ve the right to terminate an unwanted
pregnancy by abortion .

SAADSD

23.

If a do ctor's examination found that the unborn child being

carried was severely malformed the woman sh uld be
allowed to have an abo rtion if she wanted .
A A D SD

24.

Ha ving an abortion l eaves a women with permanent e m otional sears .

SA A D SD

25.

A v;ctim of rape should be permitted to have

SA A D SD

26.

If a woman's pregnancy was such that she had a 50%

~n

abo rtion .

chance of dying in childbirth she still should not seek an
abortion .
SA A D SD

27.

People who ignore the population crisis are really unaware
of the facts .

SA A D SD

28.

It is becoming difficult to enjoy recreation because there
are s o many people .

SA A D SD

29.

Natural energy resources such as oil and coal are not
really endangered by growing populati on .

SA A D SD

30.

People who are concerned about a population expl osion
are concerned about nothing .
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SA A D SD

31.

More water and air pollution seem to be likely consequences of population growth.

SA A D SD

32.

Even considering our scientifi c ability, food shortage
could become a serious problem with continued population growth,

SA A D SD

33.

The increase in population has had no apparent negative
effect on commun ities where I ha ve lived.

SA A D SD

34.

Overpopulation is a serious world problem .

SA A D SD

35.

Population growth should not be tampered with but
nature should be a ll owed to take its course.

SA A D SD

36.

Population problems in other countries need not concern
us in America.

Below there are eight state m ents describing a mother's behavior toward her
daughter who is still living at home. Looking back as a daughter, please i ndi cate how well each statement describes your own mother's behavior toward
you by circling the appropriate letter as before. Circle an answer for e\ery
statement.

SA A D SD

1.

She kept after me to do well in school.

SA A D SD

2.

If I had any kind of problem I could count on her to
help me out.

SA A D SD

3.

She expected me to keep my things in good order,

SA A D SD

4.

She said nice things about me .

SA A D SD

5.

She kept pushing m e to do my best in whatever l did.

SA A D SD

6.

She taught me things I wanted to l earn.

SA A D SD

7.

If I didn't do what was expected of me she was very

strict about it.
SA A D SD

8.

She made me feel s he was there if I needed her.
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Appendix B
Letters

Questionnaire Cover Letter

February 24, 1972

Dear Friend:
I am a graduate student interested in mother-daughter relahonships
and I realiy need your help, In your family a married daughter, mother,
and grandm other have been chosen to participate in a study comparing their
family planning attitudes. Since there are only 30 in each generation , your
participation is very important. The genera tions can only be compared if
the daughter, mother, and grandmother in each family all respond; so
please help make the study successful.
You will find that the e ncl osed questionnaire is very interesting and
You should answer every ques tion as honestl y as possible and you can be assured that no names will be
used in any phase of the study. Please fill out the questionnaire and send
it back in the stamped, self- addressed envelope provided. In order t.o
meet my time commitments I need to have you return it within one week .
it will only take 15 -2 0 minutes to complete.

lf you are interested in the results of the study and reques t them
I will gladly see that they are made avai lable to you. Again, thank you
very much; without your help the study could not be completed.

Sincerely,

Brent C. Miller
Graduate Student
Family and Child Development
Enclosures
kern
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Follow-up Letter

Dear Mrs. Jones:
You are one of thirty grandmothers to whom I have sent questionnaires. Every person's response is very important to me as this project
represents nearly a year's work to m e,
Since it is so important , and since you might never have rec eived
or might have lost the first envelope , lam enclosing duplicates of its
contents with this letter.
I would o;erlainly appredate your filling out and retu r ning this ques -

tionnaire . As you know, your answers will be anonymous.

Sincerely,

Brent C. Miller
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Postca rd and Personal Note

I have just completed a questionnaire for a
study being conducted in the Department of Family a nd
Child Development at Utah State University. Tbe study
is comparing how daughters, mothers , and grandmothers
feel about family planning, so your opinion is needed too.
The study must have the attitudes of all three generations together, so unless you take part my participation
will have been meaning] ess. A short questionnaire will
soon be sent for you to complete and return anonymous ly . That 's all there is to it, so I hope you will help.

Dea1· Mrs. Jones:
Pl ease addres s , sign, and send one of these postcards to your mother
a nd the other one to your grandmother . Add to them any personal comments
you wish .
Thanks,
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